
 

 

 

To understand what frequency/energy medicine is and how it differs from the current allopathic              

paradigm, a basic understanding of the human energy field is essential. 

Scientists who study people and the energy field that surrounds them used recent advances in               

computer technology to form a new frontier within natural healing medicine. Among the proponents              

of natural healing medicine, there is a strong belief that “healing is a SELF-regulated process”. We now                 

have the advanced methods to assess, self-regulate, and influence the direction health.  

The early reality (Newtonian) is a physical one. That we are made of particles, and that we live and                   

associate reality within our experiences of cause and effect events (the apple falling on Newton’s               

head).  

Einstein came along and disrupted that reality by postulating that we are not just physical particles,                

and that we are also energy and matter, influenced by time. He also proposed that energy and matter                  

are interchangeable – energy is matter and matter is energy (E=MC2). Everything in the universe               

vibrates. This means everything has a vibration frequency which can be measured in Hertz (Hz). 

In the quantum world (adding to Einstein’s theories), it is believed that we exist in a physical, energetic,                  

and spiritual (our beliefs) universe. Quantum theory proved that an object can be a wave or a particle                  

at any given time and at the same time. As a wave, it will have a specific frequency associated with its                     

origin.  

The human body (matter) is surrounded by an energy field that is unique to the individual. This energy                  

field is a compilation of all the energy fields in the cells, organs and systems in our body. As an energy                     

field, it will contain unique frequencies that can be measured (EKG for the heart, EEG for brain waves,                  

EMG for muscles and nerves, MRI-cross-sectional images) and can be influenced to change (AO Scan).  

The AO Scan is an instrument that can detect and report over 120,000 cataloged frequency waveforms.                

It will determine, using the same theories/principles above, if a cell, organ, or system is: 

● within a healthy range (ideal), 

● is adjacent to the healthy range (Optimization -        

introduction of a frequency that encourages to body to         

move towards the healthy frequency), or 

● completely dissociated from the cataloged range (Root       

cause investigation – probability of cause database       

analysis, and/or external modality support such as       

acupuncture, colon hydrotherapy, etc.)  


